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Abstract
The use of solar energy is very important due to the fossil based energy crisis. Rapid progress in
PV technologies has contributed to its applications. There are many PV based power plants built around
the world. Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT) take significant role in operating PV modules to
produce their maximum power. They are implemented by using choppers to match the load resistance and
the PV resistance. Recently, integration between PV modules and grids is more popular due to their
advantages. The PV-Grid system can be single stages, two stages or any other types and all of them use
PWM (pulse width modulation) converters as their cores. In this paper, a PV-Grid System using buck-boost
chopper as MPPT is analyzed. Power generated by PV modules is transferred to the grid by using an
inverter that operated as a controlled current source so the complexity can be reduced. Finally, the
dsPIC33 based control scheme for such a PV-Grid System was made as a laboratory scaled-prototype to
verify the analysis and simulations.
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1. Introduction
Solar energy has become an alternative solution since the fossil based energy crisis hit
the world. By using solar panels (PV), solar energy can be converted into electrical energy and
an MPPT is required to maximize the output power. An MPPT in principle is a DC-DC converter
(chopper) that is capable to force a PV module operating point near its maximum power point
(MPP) [1-3]. There are three types of chopper: buck, boost and buck-boost types. A buck
chopper based MPPT can be applied for the output resistance less than the PV resistance at its
MPP [4] while for the output resistance greater than the PV resistance, a boost chopper based
MPPT has to be used. MPPTs have been developed by many researchers especially in control
methods.
Recently, integration between PV modules and grid systems become popular due to
their advantages, it is named as PV-Grid Systems. There are some methods to make PV-Grid,
they can use single stage, two stage or any other types [5-7]. An inverter is a core in a PV-Grid
System for the output of PV modules are DC voltage/current while the grid voltage is AC and it
is also required synchronization in parallel connection. PWM technique is very important to
operate inverters with controlled output voltage/current [8]. A PWM based voltage source
inverter (VSI) will be capable to be synchronized to the grid voltage [9-11]. Some inverters are
operated as controlled voltage sources in a PV-Grid System and complexities are faced due to
the synchronization requirements. Operating inverters as controlled current sources are simpler
in PV-Grid Systems for the inverter output voltage is automatically locked to the grid voltage.
In this paper, a PV-Grid System using buck-boost MPPT is described. This MPPT has
flexibility in magnitude of DC output voltage. To provide a constant DC-link voltage as an input
of the inverter, such an MPPT shows its advantages. The proposed inverter operated as a
controlled current source is capable to transfer all power generated by PV modules. Finally,
simulations and laboratory experiments were done to verify the analysis. The prototype uses
control circuits that based on dsPIC33.
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